A woman with 46,XX,dup(16)(p13.11 p13.3) and the ATR-X phenotype.
We report a Japanese woman with 46,XX,dup(16)(p13.11p13.3), who closely resembled the phenotype of X-linked alpha-thalassemia/mental retardation syndrome (ATR-X, MIM # 301040). Although she never had alpha-thalassemia, she showed characteristic clinical features including severe mental retardation, characteristic facies and behavior. ATR-X is caused by mutations of the ATRX gene. Although the function of ATRX protein has remained unclarified, it is thought to be involved in the regulation of several genes. The only target gene identified so far is the alpha-globin gene at 16p13.3. Clinical similarity among patients with ATR-X and dup(16)(p13.11p13) may indicate that some target genes regulated by ATRX reside in the duplicated region between 16p13.11 and 16p13.3, and that these genes are abnormally upregulated in ATR-X differently from the alpha-globin gene.